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Section I:  Project Summary 

1. Overview of Project 

This project is performed under the Office of Naval Research program on Basic and Applied Research in 

Sea-Based Aviation (ONR BAA12-SN-0028).  This project addresses the Sea Based Aviation (SBA) 

virtual dynamic interface (VDI) research topic area “Fast, high-fidelity physics-based simulation of 

coupled aerodynamics of moving ship and maneuvering rotorcraft”.   The work is a collaborative effort 

between Penn State, NAVAIR, and Combustion Research and Flow Technology (CRAFT Tech).  This 

document presents progress at Penn State University. 

All software supporting piloted simulations must run at real time speeds or faster. This requirement 

drives the number of equations that can be solved and in turn the fidelity of supporting physics based 

models. For real-time aircraft simulations, all aerodynamic related information for both the aircraft and 

the environment are incorporated into the simulation by way of lookup tables. This approach decouples 

the aerodynamics of the aircraft from the rest of its external environment. For example, ship airwake are 

calculated using CFD solutions without the presence of the helicopter main rotor.  The gusts from the 

turbulent ship airwake are then re-played into the aircraft aerodynamic model via look-up tables. For up 

and away simulations, this approach works well. However, when an aircraft is flying very close to 

another body (i.e. a ship superstructure) significant aerodynamic coupling can exist.  The main rotor of 

the helicopter distorts the flow around the ship possibly resulting significant differences in the 

disturbance on the helicopter.  In such cases it is necessary to perform simultaneous calculations of both 

the Navier-Stokes equations and the aircraft equations of motion in order to achieve a high level of 

fidelity.  This project will explore novel numerical modeling and computer hardware approaches with 

the goal of real time, fully coupled CFD for virtual dynamic interface modeling & simulation. 

Penn State is supporting the project through integration of their GENHEL-PSU simulation model of a 

utility helicopter with CRAFT Tech’s flow solvers.  Penn State will provide their piloted simulation 

facility (the VLRCOE rotorcraft simulator) for preliminary demonstrations of pilot-in-the-loop 

simulations.  Finally, Penn State will provide support for a final demonstration of the methods on the 

NAVAIR Manned Flight Simulator.  

Activities this period 

During this reporting period, a new dataset of the SFS2 ship airwake was generated for 30 degree WOD 

at 25 knots. This new dataset will be used in the Penn State Flight Simulator facility to perform real-time 

pilot-in-the-loop simulations and the results will be compared with non-real-time fully coupled 

simulations for the same cases. Additionally, the implementation of the tail rotor to the coupling 

interface as an actuator disk has been recently completed. 

  

Generation of SFS2 30 degree WOD Ship Airwake Dataset 

The unsteady flow over the SFS2 (Simple Frigate Shape 2) ship model was obtained using CRAFT 

Tech’s CRUCNH CFD solver. The computational domain that had been used for the 0 degree WOD 

ship airwake case was modified for the 30 degree WOD case. The refined region behind the ship deck 

was expanded on both sides of the ship since a wider shedding vorticity distribution was expected. 

 

A small subdomain (335ft x 200ft x 85ft) was extracted from the full-scale domain. This subdomain is 

located right behind the superstructure of the ship and lies between +365 - +700 ft. in the x-axis, -100 - 



+100 ft. in the y-axis and +15 - 100 ft. in z-axis with a uniform node spacing of 5 ft in all directions. The 

airwake axes directionality is as follows: x – positive aft, y – positive starboard, z – positive up. 

 

The grid used for the CFD analysis was an unstructured grid. However,  real-time GENHEL-PSU 

supports a structured grid type for fster interploation. So the CFD results were converted to a structured 

grid type. MATLAB was used to interpolate the scattered data to a uniform structured grid. Linear 

interpolation methods were used for the data conversion. Figure 1 shows the unstructured CFD data, and 

the interpolated sub-domain extracted from these data.  

 

           

Figure 1 – SFS2 ship airwake distribution at 50
th

 of the simulation, a) actual unstructured CFD data (left), b) 

interpolated structured sub-domain (right) 

The SFS2 0 degree WOD ship airwake data was generated in a previous work and more information 

about the GENHEL-PSU ship airwake module can be obtained from Ref 1. In order to investigate the 

flow characteristics of the newly obtained ship airwake data, a set of simulations were performed using 

the SFS2 0 deg. and 30 deg. WOD ship airwake data for a helicopter hovering near the SFS2 ship flight 

deck. Figure 2 shows the position of the simulated helicopter relative to the SFS2 ship flight deck and 

the 30 degree ship airwake sub-domain.   

   

Figure 2 – The position of simulated helicopter relative to the SFS2 ship deck and the sub-domain used for 

the 30 degree WOD ship airwake data. 

  



 

 

Figure 3 – Variations in the positions of the 

simulated helicopter, Hover at x = -415ft, y = 35 ft, z 

= 50 ft. 

 

 

Figure 4 - Variations in the attitudes of the 

simulated helicopter, Hover at x = -415ft, y = 35 ft, z 

= 50 ft. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Variations in the control response of the 

simulated helicopter, Hover at x = -415ft, y = 35 ft, z 

= 50 ft. 

 

 

Figure 6 - Variations in the ship airwake velocity 

components affecting the simulated helicopter, 

Hover at x = -415ft, y = 35 ft, z = 50 ft. 

 

Figures 3 to 5 show the time history of the response in position, attitude and the control inputs of the 

simulated helicopter hovering near the ship flight deck at  x = -415ft, y = 35 ft, z = 50 ft. Simulations 

performed for no-coupling case, one-way coupled 0 deg. WOD and one-way coupled 30 deg. WOD 

cases. Simulation results show that, when the simulated helicopter is disturbed by a 30 degree ship 

airwake, the disturbances are larger and more frequent. Figure 6 shows the velocity components of the 

ship airwake disturbing the helicopter during the simulation. It can be seen that the 30 degree WOD ship 

airwake has higher frequency fluctuations. It should be noted, the flow characteristics of the ship 

airwake is highly dependent on the location of the helicopter. In these simulations, the helicopter is 

located at a position where the ship airwake is expected to be stronger, because of the shedding vortices 

from the superstructure of the ship, originated from the cross winds.   

Hover – No Coupling Hover - One way Coupled   
0° WOD 

Hover - One way Coupled 

30° WOD  



Implementation of Tail Rotor to the Coupling Interface 

In a conventionally configured helicopter, the larger main rotor provides propulsion and lift, and thus 

induces significant flow disturbances on the surrounding air.  The CFD coupling interface developed 

under this project has been largely focused on modelling the induced flow due to the main rotor and its 

aerodynamic interaction with the surrounding flow-field. The smaller tail rotor provides anti-torque and 

yaw control, and it an also induce significant flow disturbances. Interferences between the wakes and 

other flow disturbances induced by the helicopter’s rotors, fuselage and lifting surfaces can produce 

strong loads on geometrically distant parts of the configuration. Any unsteadiness or change in these 

loads as the flight condition of the aircraft is altered, can have a very strong negative influence on the 

dynamics of the vehicle (Ref 2.).  

 

Previously, in the fully coupled simulations, Navier Stokes CFD was used to calculate the flow field 

induced by the main rotor as disturbances due to the ship or surrounding terrain.  The CFD then serves 

as the induced inflow model for the main rotor, and calculates the influence of main rotor downwash on 

the airframe and tail rotor. CFD flow velocities are extracted at four different reference points on the 

helicopter (fuselage, vertical/horizontal tail, tail rotor) to model the main rotor downwash interaction, 

but the influence of the tail rotor and airframe on the flow has been ignored.  We are now adding the 

influence of the tail rotor as an actuator disk in the CFD flow solution. 

 

In GENHEL-PSU, the tail rotor is represented by a simplified, closed form, Bailey solution, in which the 

induced inflow of the tail rotor is calculated via simple momentum theory. When the flight simulation is 

not coupled with the CFD, the airflow impinging on the tail rotor was developed from the free stream, 

body angular rate effects, summed with rotor wash and fuselage side wash components calculated from a 

simple empirical model (Ref 3).  In fully coupled simulations, the main rotor downwash component is 

disabled, so as not “double count” this effect when the CFD solution adds the induced velocity from the 

main rotor.  However, the tail rotor itself did not influence the CFD flow solutions.    

 

In the scope of this quarterly report, the implementation of tail rotor as an actuator disk on the coupling 

interface has been completed. The implementation process of tail rotor is quite similar to the main rotor 

implementation: the fully coupled simulation is initialized with Bailey tail rotor equation, which 

calculates the tail rotor thrust. The tail rotor thrust is then resolved into forces and moments in body 

axes. Using the tail rotor hub position, the coupling interface creates a uniformly distributed cloud of 

data points, which represents the entire tail rotor as a permeable disk of equivalent area where forces 

from the tail rotor are distributed. After several coordinate transformations from body axis to CFD axis 

frame, GENHEL-PSU transmits the positions and aerodynamic loads of each data point to the CFD 

solver;  and the CFD solver then calculates a velocity field (including the induced velocities from both 

main and tail rotor) and sends these velocities back to the helicopter simulation model. The tail rotor 

inflow model will then be disabled when fully coupled with CFD.  This implementation doesn’t require 

any modification on the CFD code, since the CFD solver was set up in such a way that requires only the 

position and aero load of a source point. So from the CFD perspective, this implementation is just an 

increase in the number of source terms.  

 

With the tail rotor implementation, the coupling interface will provide a better solution of main rotor/tail 

rotor interaction as well as tail rotor/ground effect interactions. Currently, we have started performing 

initial tests using this new coupling interface with tail rotor feature. Results will be presented in the next 

quarterly progress report.  



 

 

2. Significance of Results 

A new dataset of SFS2 ship airwake was generated for 30 degree WOD case. Results have been 

compared the previously obtained 0 degree WOD ship airwake database using one way coupled 

simulations for a helicopter hovering near the flight ship deck and results were presented. It was shown 

that, when the helicopter is disturbed by 30 degree ship airwake, the disturbances are much higher on the 

helicopter. 

 

The tail rotor implementation to the coupling interface will provide us a better solution of main rotor / 

tail rotor interactions as well as the tail rotor / ground interactions. Fully coupled simulations results 

including this new tail rotor implementation will be presented in the next quarterly report.   

 

3. Plans and upcoming events for next reporting period 

 Implementation of tail rotor to the coupling interface has been completed and we have started 

performing initial tests using this new improved coupling interface. Simulation results including this 

new tail rotor implementation will be presented in the scope of next quarterly progress report. 

 Currently, there is an ongoing collaborative effort with CRAFT Tech towards applying the latest GPU 

technology to the coupling interface. CRAFT Tech will implement OpenACC directives to their 

structured CFD solver, CRAFT CFD. There is a plan to test this new more efficient solver at Penn State 

clusters with the GPU acceleration support. We hope to get an sufficient speedup in the solver 

performance of the CFD computations so that a ship airwake model on the order of 5-10 million grid 

cells can included in the fully coupled simulation framework.   
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5. Transitions/Impact  

No major transition activities during the reporting period. 

 

6. Collaborations 

We had several tele-conference meetings with CRAFT Tech during this reporting period. We have 

discussed potential efficiency improvements  on the coupling interface. The work continues to 

involve close collaboration between PSU, CRAFT-Tech, and NAVAIR. 
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